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The abstracts are limited to a single
printed page for contributions and two pages
for invited presentations. The abstract must
be submitted as a pdf-file. Please use the 'let ter' format (21.59 cm x 27.94 cm) for the
page size. Use top, bottom and side margins
of 2.54 cm.
The font 'Times New Roman' should be
used throughout the entire abstract. Use
centred text, font size 12 and boldface for the
abstract title, which should be followed by an
empty line. Use font size 11 for the authors,
and superscripts to indicate affiliations. The
name of the presenting author should be in
boldface. It is not a requirement that the first
author should be the presenting author. The
affiliations, which immediately follow the authors, should be printed in italics, font size
10. Please include the email address of the
corresponding author, which is not necessarily the presenting author, in 10 pts, normal
font. Title, authors and affiliation should be
centered in a single column.
The affiliation is separated from the abstract body by a single empty line.
Each page of the abstract text should be
written in two justified columns, separated by
a 1.25 cm central margin. Use font size 11 for
all the text. Paragraphs are separated by a
single CR and have a 1 cm indentation in the
first line.
Figures should preferably have the
width of a single column, and can be placed
anywhere in the abstract body.
References [1] are indicated in the text
by a number between square brackets and listed at the end of the abstract as indicated in
this example [2].
The reference section is headed by the

Fig. 1 The figure captions should have 10 pt font
size, printed in italics, over the same width of a
single column. The label ‘Fig. n’ should be printed
in boldface as shown here. An empty line, font size11
should follow the figure caption, before the regular
text of the abstract resumes.

word ‘References’ in boldface, which should
be preceded by an empty line. Please use the
same font size for the references as for the
main text (11 pts.). Be careful to follow the
American Physical Society format (authors.aps.org/STYLE) to display the references.
The official language of the conference
is Spanish; nevertheless both abstracts and
oral contributions can be presented either in
English or Spanish, but not in Spanglish.
We acknowledge contributions from
grants A and B.
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